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Fall 2019 All-College SOOT Results - Response Rate
Total

Completed

22,482

5,375 (24%)

Not Completed
17,107 (76%)

Fall 2019 All-College SOOT Results - Response Summary
A

B

The instructor organizes
The instructor
subject matter clearly and communicates effectively.
in a manner that
contributes to effective
learning.

C

D

The instructor displays
genuine interest in the
subject matter and in
teaching.

The instructor displays
positive attitudes toward
students (approachability,
availability, concern for
students as individuals).

E

F

The instructor challenges
The instructor is fair in
students to strive toward examinations and grading
excellence.
practices.

0 (No Answer)

17 (0%)

11 (0%)

36 (1%)

30 (1%)

54 (1%)

53 (1%)

1 (Strongly Disagree)

169 (3%)

183 (3%)

69 (1%)

118 (2%)

88 (2%)

171 (3%)

2 (Disagree)

170 (3%)

184 (3%)

51 (1%)

104 (2%)

108 (2%)

125 (2%)

3 (Somewhat Disagree)

202 (4%)

242 (5%)

77 (1%)

133 (2%)

103 (2%)

176 (3%)

4 (Somewhat Agree)

628 (12%)

576 (11%)

311 (6%)

413 (8%)

529 (10%)

434 (8%)

5 (Agree)

1483 (28%)

1364 (25%)

1169 (22%)

1195 (22%)

1428 (27%)

1381 (26%)

6 (Strongly Agree)

2706 (50%)

2815 (52%)

3662 (68%)

3382 (63%)

3065 (57%)

3035 (56%)

Fall 2019 Instructor Response Rate for Rachel Wolfe
Total
52

Completed
44 (85%)

Not Completed
8 (15%)

Fall 2019 Instructor Response Detail for Rachel Wolfe
A

B

The instructor organizes
The instructor
subject matter clearly and communicates effectively.
in a manner that
contributes to effective
learning.

C

D

The instructor displays
genuine interest in the
subject matter and in
teaching.

The instructor displays
positive attitudes toward
students (approachability,
availability, concern for
students as individuals).

E

F

The instructor challenges
The instructor is fair in
students to strive toward examinations and grading
excellence.
practices.

0 (No Answer)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

1 (Strongly Disagree)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

1 (2%)

2 (Disagree)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

3 (Somewhat Disagree)

0 (0%)

1 (2%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

1 (2%)

4 (Somewhat Agree)

2 (5%)

3 (7%)

0 (0%)

3 (7%)

0 (0%)

2 (5%)

5 (Agree)

10 (23%)

11 (25%)

6 (14%)

8 (18%)

18 (41%)

12 (27%)

6 (Strongly Agree)

32 (73%)

29 (66%)

38 (86%)

33 (75%)

26 (59%)

28 (64%)
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8265 - THE136 - Elements of Acting - A
Fall 2019 Course Response Rate
THE136 - Elements of Acting - A
Total

Completed

Not Completed

22

15 (68%)

7 (32%)

Fall 2019 Course Response Detail
THE136 - Elements of Acting - A

A

B

The instructor organizes
The instructor
subject matter clearly and communicates effectively.
in a manner that
contributes to effective
learning.

C

D

The instructor displays
genuine interest in the
subject matter and in
teaching.

The instructor displays
positive attitudes toward
students (approachability,
availability, concern for
students as individuals).

E

F

The instructor challenges
The instructor is fair in
students to strive toward examinations and grading
excellence.
practices.

0 (No Answer)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

1 (Strongly Disagree)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

1 (7%)

2 (Disagree)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

3 (Somewhat Disagree)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

4 (Somewhat Agree)

1 (7%)

2 (13%)

0 (0%)

1 (7%)

0 (0%)

1 (7%)

5 (Agree)

3 (20%)

3 (20%)

2 (13%)

3 (20%)

6 (40%)

3 (20%)

6 (Strongly Agree)

11 (73%)

10 (67%)

13 (87%)

11 (73%)

9 (60%)

10 (67%)

Fall 2019 SOOT Part I Comments
THE136 - Elements of Acting - A
Comments Comments
for A
for B

Comments
for C

Comments
for D

Comments Comments
for E
for F

Enjoys teaching material and involves
herself.

Has open ofﬁce hours and answers to emails quickly about any
concerns

Fall 2019 SOOT Part III Comments
THE136 - Elements of Acting - A
P3Q1

P3Q2

P3Q3

Evaluate your own
participation in this
course.

Evaluate the learning
environment in this class. (For
example: Were you
intellectually and/or
artistically challenged? Has
the instructor increased your
understanding of the subject?
Were the classes thought
provoking?)

Evaluate the instructor's interactions
with students. (For example: Did the
instructor communicate clearly and
effectively? Were student questions
and comments welcomed and
respected?)

I didnt participate I wasn't challenged that
that much
much

P3Q4

P3Q5

Evaluate the instructor's responses Evaluate the overall
to your work. (For example: Were
quality of the
the instructor's responses to
course.
exams, assignments, labs,
presentations, or other course
work helpful? Did the instructor
set high standards? Were you
evaluated in a constructive way?)

P3Q6

P3_EXTRA

Evaluate the overall
effectiveness of the
instructor.

If there is
anything else
that may have
affected your
assessment of
the course or
the instructor,
please explain
below.

I don't like
public
speaking

yes they did

yes they were helpful

it was good

it was good

Satisfactory

I've learned that acting
is alot of work and
there's alot more effort
and time required to do
it well.

Yes

The standard were high but
fair.

Excellent
quality

Exceptionally
effective.

I thought I tried
hard and always
participated.

I thought it was too
much sometimes and
didn�t feel like doing
some of the things we
had to do every day.

yes

I thought some grading for
small things was fair and it
was easy but grading for
big topics is too strict when
none of us are actually
actors.

It was okay.

I learned some
things about
acting.

I always
participate in
class because
it�s fun and
Rachel keeps us
engaged

The learning
environment of this
class is friendly and
helps build bonds in and
outside of the classroom

Rachel�s such an amazing
instructor. She is always
willing to help and keep the
students engaged with the
actives and task at hand.
Rachel always communicates
to us well so we can do better.

Rachel gives amazing
feedback and is always
willing to help when
needed.

I�m ready to go
and learn.

Each student is focused
and ready to be
engaged.

Our instructor was very
resonable she build great
communication with the

She makes sure I know
what I�m doing and gives
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I think if
some of the
big
assignments
were so hard
it wouldn�t
have
stressed me
out as much.

I loved this
Rachel made it Keep her full
course and
her job to work
time!
would
with us and make
recommend this this course so fun,
to any of my
because of here I
friends
want to take
another course
within theater.
Love it.

She�s an angel

N/A
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students you show the proper
respect she�ll do the same.

feedback on what I did
wrong.

I participated well
The instructor has
Yes the instructor
Yes her responses were
in the course
increased my
communicated efﬁciently
helpful and always offered
outside and inside understanding of acting about in class assignments and
more help if needed.
the class room.
and challenged us
work.
Participation is big through class exercises,
in this course so I
but they helped me
try my best
learn material.
everyday.
I participated a I was provoked as much
good amount in
as I could in this
this class to gain elements of acting class
extra credit and to
gain my
participation
points in this
class.
I participated
when I fekt the
activities were
interesting and
intriguing to me.

The instructor communicated
very effectively on whenever
their was assignments and
stuff that is due.

She was a very fair grader

9 out of 10.

7 out of 10 this
course doesn't
exactly help me
for my desired
future career but
still is effective.

The overall
The effectiveness She is great
quality of the
of the instructor
class was great
was great

the environment was
bare jokes and comedy

I didn't always
The learning
The instructor communicated Instructor had fair grading, This course was My instructor was
participate to my
environment for this
very clearly and effectively, I
standards were not too
very enjoyable, very effective in
fullest ability, but class was very nice. It
was rarely confused and
high, but not too low.
my instructor
teaching this
my instructor
was challenging at times needed to ask for clariﬁcation.
was very nice
class, she was
always pushed me but it was always fun.
Students questions and
and easy to talk very into what she
to participate fully My instructor taught me
comments were always
to. She really was teaching and
and help me come a lot that I didn't already welcome and always answered
helped break it helped make it
out of my shell
know
very clearly.
me out of my
more enjoyable.
shell
I participated
when I needed too
The learning
The instructor was very
environment was very interactive with the students.
postitive during the
Anytime I or any student had a
course of this semester.
question or was confused
The instructor showed
about something, Professor
interest and was
Wolfe explained the material
enthusiastic about
very clealry in a way that all
teaching the class which
stuents could understand.
I really enjoyed.
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12112 - THE136 - Elements of Acting - F
Fall 2019 Course Response Rate
THE136 - Elements of Acting - F
Total

Completed

Not Completed

17

16 (94%)

1 (6%)

Fall 2019 Course Response Detail
THE136 - Elements of Acting - F

A

B

The instructor organizes
The instructor
subject matter clearly and communicates effectively.
in a manner that
contributes to effective
learning.

C

D

The instructor displays
genuine interest in the
subject matter and in
teaching.

The instructor displays
positive attitudes toward
students (approachability,
availability, concern for
students as individuals).

E

F

The instructor challenges
The instructor is fair in
students to strive toward examinations and grading
excellence.
practices.

0 (No Answer)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

1 (Strongly Disagree)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

2 (Disagree)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

3 (Somewhat Disagree)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

4 (Somewhat Agree)

1 (6%)

1 (6%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

5 (Agree)

5 (31%)

4 (25%)

3 (19%)

4 (25%)

7 (44%)

5 (31%)

6 (Strongly Agree)

10 (63%)

11 (69%)

13 (81%)

12 (75%)

9 (56%)

11 (69%)

Fall 2019 SOOT Part I Comments
THE136 - Elements of Acting - F
Comments
for A

Comments
for B

Comments
for C

Comments
for D

Comments
for E

Comments
for F

She's so passionate about
what she does and makes it
fun for everyone and herself.
The course was very detailed,
but very easy to follow!
The organization if the class is The class is based
great. The lessons were always
around
enjoyable and effective.
communication
which is great.

She is very into the class and She always has She challenges us to try new She is a fair grader and I
she gets everyone into it and a positive and
things in acting.
feel all teachers should
everyone is involved.
happy attitude.
try to grade like her.

Everything written out by week
on Engage and clearly stated
in class.

Very
Helped to push me out of my
approachable comfort zone a bit which is a
and
very hard thing to do.
accomodating.

Fall 2019 SOOT Part III Comments
THE136 - Elements of Acting - F
P3Q1

P3Q2

Evaluate your own participation
in this course.

Evaluate the learning environment in this
class. (For example: Were you intellectually
and/or artistically challenged? Has the
instructor increased your understanding of
the subject? Were the classes thought
provoking?)

Always participating

Thought provoking/ and I was
artistically challenged

Questions and
comments were
always
welcomed

We were evaluated in
a constructive way

Good quality

Good professor!
I liked her a lot

productive

yes made me get out of my comfort
zone

yes

yes very

amazing

helpfull

the way
she made
everyone
feel
comfrotibal
with
eachother

I participated a lot

It is very cooperative

She is very
excited

They are deep and
thorough

It is a pretty fun
course

She is very
insightful

Not really

good

good

She was very
respectful to all

All responses were
helpful.

very good

very good
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P3Q3

P3Q4

Evaluate the
Evaluate the instructor's
instructor's
responses to your work. (For
interactions with
example: Were the
students. (For
instructor's responses to
example: Did the
exams, assignments, labs,
instructor
presentations, or other
communicate clearly
course work helpful? Did
and effectively? Were
the instructor set high
student questions
standards? Were you
and comments
evaluated in a constructive
welcomed and
way?)
respected?)

P3Q5
Evaluate the overall
quality of the course.

P3Q6

P3_EXTRA

Evaluate the overall
If there is
effectiveness of the anything else
instructor.
that may have
affected your
assessment of
the course or
the instructor,
please explain
below.
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students.
Excellent

Amazing

Awesome

Constructive

Great

Amazing

Positive
attitude

I was very consistent in my
I was often intellectually
Interactions were
She gave good
I think it was
She was very
participation for this
challenged, and she really did
great!
feedback and always extremely valuable effective, and
course, I showed up for
increase my understanding of the
helped us to improve
to me, and I
helped
class often and it was fun
subject
our work and it's
learned a ton
everyone to get
to participate
quality
a ﬁrm
understanding
of the topic
I think this was a very
I think the learning environment is
Every activity
participation based course
very safe because we all got to
that we did
because we are always up
know eachother and get
Rachel did along
and moving. Everyone in
comfortable learning eachothers with us, she lead
the beginning wasn't very
names and working together. I
warmups and
open to being involved but think we all got to know eachother then when she
then as a few weeks went well enough to not feel scared to
gave us the
on everyone opened up be ourselves and have fun together chance to lead
and it became more easy
as a group while learning.
them she still did
to participate and be
them with us.
ourselves.
I�m half ass can�t even It was thought provoking, the class She was a great
lie
was fun
instructor and
it�s a damn
shame no one
takes acting
seriously cause it
would have been
more fun if
everyone was as
enthusiastic

Rachel was very good I think the class
about giving great
was great and very
feedback to work that interesting and eye
was handed in. She is
opening.
very open to
answering whatever
questions we had for
her.

Yes

It was ﬁne

Very good.

She taught us a
lot

We have to participate
Very artistically challenging. You
every single day. I would are forced to open up in front of the
say some do more then
class everyday. At ﬁrst it was
others by we all are
difﬁcult but then it became very
learning hands on
helpful to my public speaking and
everyday!
my personal courage to get up in
front of the class. Also the acting
techniques were very difﬁcult to
learn so it look a lot of practice to
be able to do everything correctly.

The instructor is
She is always
I would say the
She did a great
always
extremely helpful to quality and content
job, highly
communicating
our learning and
of this course is
effective.
with the students making sure that we
extremely
one on one and understand everything
organized and
helping to make
we do in the
difﬁcult to teach.
sure we are
classroom.
The professor did a
learning
fantastic job at
everything in the
displaying all the of
correct manner.
information to the
students in the
classroom.

I feel like I participated a
good amount in the class.

Communication
She gives feedback
8/10 acting isn�t
is one of the
quickly and she
my thing but she
biggest things in grades quickly which
makes it fun.
this class. It�s is good. I always know
great!
my grade in the class.

It�s a very positive learning
environment, it makes me excited
for the class.

I participated in all things i It�s a great environment to learn

There all very
clear

Could be better

Good

10/10 great
teacher!

It�s effective

I missed one class
throughout the semester
and I participated each
class multiple times.

I was challenged to use my voice
Before every
and facial expressions each day.
class she asked
Also I performed in front of the
us if we had any
class multiple times which was
questions about
awkward at ﬁrst, but by the end of
our previous
the semester I improved
assignments and
dramatically.
if we needed
help then we
should go to her
ofﬁce hours.

She gave great
Great course for
Really showed
feedback on papers
anyone, but
me what I was
and journals which especially for those capable of as an
helped me improve interested In acting.
actor.
throughout the year.

This course required a lot
of public performance
which is something I have
a lot of trouble with but I
tried to participate as
much as I could. I worked
hard on the small
performances we did and
the in class activities. I got
a little behind on the
homework but I caught up.

Very challenged, she tried to help
Yes, very clear
push us out of our comfort zones so about what we
we could actually be able to
were going to do
perform in front of people and have and what was
fun. Each class was interesting and due. Questions
different, every week we would
were always
learn different acting techniques to welcomed and
build up our conﬁdence and
answered even if
understanding of the actors craft, they were repeat
until the last few weeks where we
questions she
put them to use.
already
answered.

She has a set rubric Awesome, I'm very Very effective,
and grades close to
glad I took it.
I've learned a
that for paperwork, for
lot of things
performance she also
that can be
has a rubric and in
applied in
addition gives us
theatre and
valuable feedback on
when acting but
what we are doing or
also techniques
could do.
that can help
with public
speaking and
general life.

I don�t like to act out in
This class is so much fun. I never
front in people, but I still acted before, but this class makes it
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She is easy to
approach and

I have
nothing
bad to say
about this
class.

She doesn�t criticize It is great and the I feel like I can
me too much, but she most fun I had in a now act in plays

5/10
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Utica College
do it because I want the
credit.

I�m not comfortable
around people so the
amount of interaction
required for the course
was a little much for me.
Made me feel very
uncomfortable.

so fun

gives great
advice

She really pushes us as students to Very honest with
do things out of our comfort zone.
answers. Tells
She wants us to be great at what
you everything
we�re doing, while being
you need to
comfortable with doing it.
know, never
leaves out a
detail.
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does pointer out a
couple things that I
am doing well

class

because I think
this class more
conﬁdence in
myself

Everything she did
from grading to giving
constructive criticism.
Whether it was good
or bad, she gave you
her honest opinion. If
you needed help or
didn�t understood
the task at hand she
was there guiding you
through it.

It�s tough if your
not used to always
doing stuff infront
of people. If your
shy this course
isn�t for you, will
really push you to
do things.

She�s
amazing.
Nothing more
to it.

No.
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11147 - THE400 - Top in The:Ghost & Supersti - A
Fall 2019 Course Response Rate

THE400 - Top in The:Ghost & Supersti - A
Total

Completed

Not Completed

6

6 (100%)

0 (0%)

Fall 2019 Course Response Detail

THE400 - Top in The:Ghost & Supersti - A
A

B

The instructor organizes
The instructor
subject matter clearly and communicates effectively.
in a manner that
contributes to effective
learning.

C

D

The instructor displays
genuine interest in the
subject matter and in
teaching.

The instructor displays
positive attitudes toward
students (approachability,
availability, concern for
students as individuals).

E

F

The instructor challenges
The instructor is fair in
students to strive toward examinations and grading
excellence.
practices.

0 (No Answer)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

1 (Strongly Disagree)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

2 (Disagree)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

3 (Somewhat Disagree)

0 (0%)

1 (17%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

1 (17%)

4 (Somewhat Agree)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

2 (33%)

0 (0%)

1 (17%)

5 (Agree)

2 (33%)

3 (50%)

1 (17%)

0 (0%)

3 (50%)

1 (17%)

6 (Strongly Agree)

4 (67%)

2 (33%)

5 (83%)

4 (67%)

3 (50%)

3 (50%)

Fall 2019 SOOT Part I Comments

THE400 - Top in The:Ghost & Supersti - A
Comments
for A

Comments
for B

Comments
for C

Sometimes what is
desired of me has not
been clear

Comments
for D

Comments
for E

Professor Wolfe displays a positive
attitude but is somewhat harder to
approach

Comments
for F
I believe that she is fair in some cases but again, a lot of
times I don�t know what the expectations are and that
makes it really hard to succeed

Fall 2019 SOOT Part III Comments

THE400 - Top in The:Ghost & Supersti - A
P3Q1
Evaluate your own participation in this course.

I participated a lot in this course, yet it
required so much it was particularly
draining.

P3Q2

P3Q3

P3Q4

P3Q5

P3Q6

P3_EXTRA

Evaluate the learning
Evaluate the
Evaluate the instructor's
Evaluate the
Evaluate the
If there is
environment in this class. (For
instructor's
responses to your work. (For overall quality of
overall
anything else
example: Were you intellectually
interactions with
example: Were the
the course.
effectiveness that may have
and/or artistically challenged?
students. (For
instructor's responses to
of the
affected your
Has the instructor increased your
example: Did the
exams, assignments, labs,
instructor.
assessment of
understanding of the subject?
instructor
presentations, or other course
the course or
Were the classes thought
communicate clearly
work helpful? Did the
the instructor,
provoking?)
and effectively? Were instructor set high standards?
please explain
student questions
Were you evaluated in a
below.
and comments
constructive way?)
welcomed and
respected?)

I was challenged in this
I felt like I was I felt like I was graded
course and I did learn a always guessing really difﬁcultly and
lot, but I�m not sure I
and I felt scared that the scale didn�t
really learned what I was to ask questions really show the work
supposed to learn.
a lot of the time. put in even when I did
what I was supposed to
do. Although this
always pushed me to
work hard so it�s good
and bad.

This course
inundated me
with facts it
was just hard
to keep up. I
did learn
quite a lot
though and it
readied me
for upper
level courses.

I wish I
felt able to
get more
help
would be
my only
comment.

Fair and plentiful

It is fun

Respectful

I do my best to participate

I was heavily challenged
and have grown from it

She
communicates
effectively and
with consider

She grades fairly and
without bias

I loved this
class

I learned Work load is
more in
a little
this class heavy but
about the manageable
world then
any other
class ive
taken

I feel as though I was thoroughly engaged in This class was certainly
class discussion and put in a great amount challenging, and required
of effort into the assignments.
a large amount of critical

The instructor
communicated
well with

Her responses were
detailed and allencompassing. I

The course
was very
educational

The
The
instructor workload
was
was a lot at
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Instructor was helpful It was of good
She is
and gave detailed
quality
effective
critiques

No
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thinking and attention to
students, and
understood where I
and
incredibly times! This
detail. This has made me was extremely exceeded and where I entertaining, engaged is personal
understand the material
approachable
came up short in
with a great
in
preference,
much more, as she drew
inside and
regards to exams and
instructor. discussion and most of
many connections that are outside of class. assignments. She had
and had a
it was
hard to see within the text
high expectations, and
visible necessary to
and class topics.
we all had the
love for understand
potential to meet them.
the course each topic.
and its
material.
I worked really hard to make sure I
completed all of my work before class and
that I really tried to understand the
readings. I participated in all of the class
discussions I was present for. I do think that
the workload for this course was a little too
much. I really enjoyed the course and I think
the instructor did a very good job in her
selections and teaching, but I think that the
amount of readings was excessive.
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I was deﬁnitely challenged She was a clear
She did set high
I think this I think that
to research and learn from communicator
standards for
was a really
she was
different perspectives that and she was very coursework, and they great course. I
very
I wouldn't have otherwise
interested in
were reasonable. She really enjoyed effective, I
considered. The classes
what we had to
was also clear when
it and I
learned a
were deﬁnitely thought
say. She
the coursework didn't learned a lot. lot from
provoking.
respected our meet the requirements,
her.
differing
and willing to explain
opinions and
and help when that
would encourage
was the case.
us to talk about
them.
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11560 - THE455 - Theatre History I - A
Fall 2019 Course Response Rate
THE455 - Theatre History I - A
Total

Completed

Not Completed

7

7 (100%)

0 (0%)

Fall 2019 Course Response Detail
THE455 - Theatre History I - A

A

B

The instructor organizes
The instructor
subject matter clearly and communicates effectively.
in a manner that
contributes to effective
learning.

C

D

The instructor displays
genuine interest in the
subject matter and in
teaching.

The instructor displays
positive attitudes toward
students (approachability,
availability, concern for
students as individuals).

E

F

The instructor challenges
The instructor is fair in
students to strive toward examinations and grading
excellence.
practices.

0 (No Answer)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

1 (Strongly Disagree)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

2 (Disagree)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

3 (Somewhat Disagree)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

4 (Somewhat Agree)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

5 (Agree)

0 (0%)

1 (14%)

0 (0%)

1 (14%)

2 (29%)

3 (43%)

7 (100%)

6 (86%)

7 (100%)

6 (86%)

5 (71%)

4 (57%)

6 (Strongly Agree)

Fall 2019 SOOT Part I Comments
THE455 - Theatre History I - A

No comments.

Fall 2019 SOOT Part III Comments
THE455 - Theatre History I - A

P3Q5

P3Q6

P3_EXTRA

Evaluate your own
Evaluate the learning
Evaluate the instructor's Evaluate the instructor's
participation in this course. environment in this class.
interactions with
responses to your work.
(For example: Were you
students. (For example: (For example: Were the
intellectually and/or
Did the instructor
instructor's responses to
artistically challenged?
communicate clearly exams, assignments, labs,
Has the instructor
and effectively? Were
presentations, or other
increased your
student questions and course work helpful? Did
understanding of the
comments welcomed
the instructor set high
subject? Were the classes
and respected?)
standards? Were you
thought provoking?)
evaluated in a
constructive way?)

P3Q1

P3Q2

P3Q3

Evaluate the overall
quality of the course.

Evaluate the overall
effectiveness of the
instructor.

If there is anything else that
may have affected your
assessment of the course or
the instructor, please explain
below.

Good. Participated in Yes I was challenged, The teacher was The standards were
all readings and
in all areas. The
very down to earth high, however, the
responses as well as classes were thought
while also
feedback was very
papers.
provoking usually expecting the best
helpful and
quite fun.
out of her students constructive in order
making it a more
to reach that
positive learning
standard.
environment.

9/10

9.5/10

10 out of 10

15 out of 10

Hold a book on reserve
in the library for
students with no funds.

I very much
enjoyed this
course.

I believe Professor
Wolfe was highly
effective in her
teaching method.

No other comments

Due to personal
The environment was Yes yes yes. Great
funds, was unable to
very opened and
opened classroom.
do majority of
welcoming. We
readings. Other
touched on a handful
participation I would of sensitive subjects
deem fair.
and were able to
communicate the
feeling it provoked.
As well as break it
down in a historical
way.

P3Q4

Clear and
informative. Very
helpful with later
assessments

I feel that over all my
The classes were
Student questions Professor Wolfe sets
participation in this
thought provoking were accepted and high but reasonable
class was fairly good. and enjoyable. The even encouraged.
standards. She
I read the passages
environment in the Group discussion
encourages her
and responded to
class room felt less
was a regular
students to do their
them in kind, both on
like someone
phenomenon in
best. She gives
the responses for
lecturing a class and this class and it
regular and helpful
homework and in the more like a group
made for an
feedback.
in class discussion. discussing collective
accepting
ﬁndings.
atmosphere.

https://soot.utica.edu/faculty/results.php
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My participation was
a B in the class
because I missed one
day and forgot to do
one or two readings
but over all I came to
class with knowing
what to talk about
and always discussed
the lesson at hand
that was being talked
about.

The learning
The instructor did The instructor was The course quality
environment was a
a fantastic job of very helpful and her
was very well
intellectual one and
communicating
feed back was very organized and well
it challenged not just with us and also
useful to help me
managed with
me but having
with the lessons.
better do my
nothing being out
challenged others in Every lesson she
assinments for the of place very easy
the class of going off knew the topic and
next time.
to learn and keep
one another and we went very well in
on track
all learning
depth and
something new every challenged us to
time I had a class
learn more even
within our
discussions.

I feel like I
participated a lot,
especially more than
other classes I've
been in. This is in
part due to the small
class size but also
because the
discussions were very
interesting and
everyone had good
points that they
talked about as well.

I learned a lot in this
class because the
instructor took the
time to make it
challenging while
also keeping it fun. I
had to think deeper
about some concepts
and work hard to get
good grades.

I thought the
instructor was very
open to hearing
what everyone had
to say. If someone
brought up
something during a
discussion, she
would listen to it
and take us
seriously.

To me the instructor
had high standards
for her work but it's
because she wanted
us to learn and I
deﬁnitely did. Her
feedback on my work
helped explain to me
how I could improve
while also being
supportive of what I
had done.

This is a very good
This instructor
course if you want deﬁnitely knows what
to learn a lot. I
she's teaching and
deﬁnitely think it is was really good at
more of a true
making the content
college course than
interesting.
other ones I have
taken where the
teacher just gives
you a good grade
because you did
the work.

I would say my
participation was on
the higher side if not
equal to those who
usually speak.

I would say Rachel
really increased my
knowledge half
because of her
organization when
presenting new
information and the
other being because
she has just a love
for the topic her little
jokes about each
make me remember
them.

Everyday I was
She always got work
meet with a smile
back to us rather
and a good
quickly and with a
morning. She really long response on
seems to care
what we did or
about her students didn�t do right. Her
and wants the best grading seems to
for them. She is
make sense and
able to speak
always came with
clearly and clarify
helpful feedback.
well if you are
confused.

I enjoyed the over Over all I think that
all course and the Rachel is a wonderful
professor but I
teacher and really
deﬁnitely thought
knows how to get
the work load was information in your
a little much
head and keep things
sometimes. For
fun and interesting.
some days and
My only real problem
weeks the about of is the over reliance
reading were
on readings where I
ridiculous and that
would like to see
was almost every
more lectures.
week.

I try to participate as
The in class
much as I can
discussions were the
without stepping on
most thought
anyones toes.
provoking and also
where I retained and
learned new and
interesting info.

https://soot.utica.edu/faculty/results.php

Rachel does a
fantastic job
guiding students
through the
material me in
particular.

Instructor was
amazing very well
organized and kept
on track through the
whole semester and
made the course fun
and wanting to come
to every class to learn
more. Very
knowledgeable and
helpful through the
whole semester

The instructor was very
approachable and very
interesting she made the
class very interesting it
made you want to come
to class and learn more.
I would personally
recommend this
instructor to other
students to have them
take other classes with
this professor

There are high
I learned more
The professor links
standards but they
about history in the material together
are attainable and
this class then in
and describes how
really exercise the
most of my other
everything is
mind. Rachel does
history classes. I
connected. This
not do anyone's work
would say this
helped me see the
for them but simply course is top notch. importance of many
opens the door and
hidden and erased
shows what a
histories.
student might need
to improve.
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